Variation in Compensatory Strategies as a Function of Target Constriction Degree in Post-Glossectomy Speech
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BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION
Individuals with advanced lingual cancer oftentimes undergo
hemi-glossectomy, involving partial removal of the tongue.
Following glossectomy, individuals oftentimes compensate
to produce consonants, using articulators other than those
typically used to make vocal tract constrictions.
• Velar stops à Pharyngeal stops 1
• Alveolar fricative production differs in patients and typical
speakers 2
• Alveolar stops à Labiodental stops 3
• Alveolar fricatives à Velar fricatives 3
Do compensatory strategies used by individual patients
vary systematically as a function of target manner of
articulation (e.g., oral stop, nasal stop, fricative, lateral)
at a given place of articulation (e.g., alveolar)?

HYPOTHESES
1. Compensatory strategies (articulators used, and the extent
to which they are used) will have a 1-1 mapping with
articulators used in target/unimpaired production.
2. Compensatory strategies used for each target manner of
articulation will vary in subtle yet meaningful ways.

METHODS
Two patients (F1, M1) with oral tongue and oral and base of
tongue cancer who underwent partial glossectomy, neck
dissection, free flap reconstruction and radiation therapy.
Vocal tract imaged midsagittally using real-time MRI
• Spatial resolution: 68 x 68 pixels
•

Temporal resolution: 23.18 f.p.s.

Stimuli
• TIMIT sentences 4 and Rainbow Passage excerpts 5

ANALYSIS
1. Fine-grained, manual, frame-by-frame analysis was
completed for all speech segments produced. Articulatory
behavior at the point of maximum constriction (regardless
of constriction location) for all consonants was logged.
2. Image data segmented along air-tissue boundaries. 6
3. Labial, alveolar, palatal and velar regions are defined
anatomically for each speaker.
4. Within each region, all possible cross-distances (in
pixels) are calculated and coordinates at which minimum
cross-distances occurs are determined.

RESULTS (CONT’D)

ANALYSIS (CONT’D)

M1-Constriction Degree

5. Constriction locations are defined as coordinates at which constriction degree falls below 1.5 pixels (3.57 mm).
6. Target stop, fricative, lateral constrictions classified as involving full, partial, or marginal occlusion.
7. All frames of maximum constriction identified manually confirmed by assessing CDs in immediately adjacent frames.
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Target oral stops /t, d/:

Target fricatives /s/ and /z/:

• Full occlusion at labial CL
(21/27) with variable
occlusion at alveolar CL
(18/27)
• No alveolar constriction in
context of low vowels (8/27).

• Full, partial or marginal
occlusion at alveolar CL with
variable occlusion at labial
CL (12/14).
• Primary CL: Alveolar
• Secondary CL: Labial

• Primary CL: Labial
• Secondary CL: Alveolar
Target nasal stop /n/:

Target lateral /l/:

• Full, partial or marginal
occlusion at labial CL
(18/19), with some degree of
occlusion at alveolar CL
(15/19).
• Primary CL: Labial

• Full or partial occlusion at the
alveolar CL (11/15), at times
with some degree of
occlusion at the labial CL
(4/15).
• Primary CL: Alveolar

• Secondary CL: Alveolar

• Secondary CL: Labial

Target fricatives /s/ and /z/:

• Full occlusion at velar CL,
with some degree of
occlusion at the labial CL
(10/10).

• Full occlusion at the velar CL
with marginal constriction at
the labial CL (5/5).
• Primary CL: Velar
• Secondary CL: Labial

• Primary CL: Velar
• Secondary CL: Labial
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How do constrictions meant to compensate for coronal
gesture in target alveolar oral stops, nasal stops, and
laterals differ in terms of constriction degree?
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Velar (“primary”) constriction degree varies very
little across classes of targets while labial
constriction degree differs for most segment types.
Though velar constriction degree is produced with
least variability, it is the labial constriction (degree)
that modulates articulatory and, likely, acoustic/
perceptual differences between segment types.

F1 - Constriction Degree

CONCLUSION

1

Compensatory strategies used for each target manner of
articulation do tend to vary in subtle yet meaningful ways
• Compensatory behavior is complex in nature
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• Does not simply involve switching out behavior of one
articulator, or (set of articulators) for another.
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• When target constriction degree at a particular
constriction location cannot be preserved, patients may
leverage ability to finely modulate constriction degree at
multiple remaining constriction locations to compensate.
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Constriction degree patterns exhibited are
largely consistent with primary and secondary
constriction location patterns exhibited.

• A considerable amount of inter-speaker variability exists.
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Target nasal stop /n/:
• Full occlusion at velar CL
(6/6), with partial/marginal
occlusion at labial CL (4/6).
• Primary CL: Velar
• Secondary CL: Labial

Target lateral /l/:
• Full occlusion at velar CL,
with partial/marginal
occlusion at labial CL (7/7).
• Primary CL: Velar
• Secondary CL: Labial
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